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Note from the writer 

This RP is not serious. Whilst looking back at some of the older and less well known 

RP's to help me improve TPR I read dozens of them, and felt compelled to write this 

parody. There aren’t many named characters in it yet, because I didn’t want to offend 

anyone, but if you are one of the ones I included and you don’t want to be there then 

just PM me and I will take you out. 

 

Anyway, remember that this is just a bit of fun, it is not serious. And it probably won't 

be very long either.  
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Chapter 1 

Walt looked down at his view screen. The Terran fleet comprised of over seven 

hundred ships, most of them 'Invincible' Classes. Walt's comprised of just under fifty 

Death-Helix's. But he knew he would win. 

"Bring the shields to maximum," He ordered, in a Booming voice that filled the room, 

bringing fear to his enemies but instilling a great sense of hope in his friends "and tell 

the fleet to prepare a volley of torpedoes." 

"Aye Sir" Called a young but unrealistically strong and intelligent Genus from the 

command console a few meters to Walt's left. 

"Fire!" Walt said, calmly as he leant back in his chair slightly. 

"Torpedoes away Sir" Said the Genus Commander. Walt continued to watch his 

tactical screen, several of the golden eagles representing the Terrans winked out of 

existence.  

"Ninety four Terran ships have been destroyed Sir." Said the Genus. 

"Excellent Commander Darius" Said Walt, standing up. "Now let's finish them shall 

we?" 

"Aye Sir" Said Darius as he turned back to his view screen. 

 

"What are we going to do Sir?" Screamed a Terran Ensign "Our weapons are useless, 

our shields can't even stand up to a single hit!" 

"Duhhhh, I dunno." Said Narses. His eyes seemed to be constantly popping out of his 

head, and his mouth constantly hung wide open. "Maybe we should try to contact the 

National Organization Of Battle's, after all, they do control this race." 

"I will get them on the communicator Prime Minister." Said the Ensign, flinching as 

Narses turned around. 

"Good idea!" Said Narses, surprised, as if none but the most amazingly tactical 

geniuses could have come up with such a brilliant plan. 

 

"Oh my god, so you mean that you outnumber them but you are still losing?" Said 

Greeny, in his usual manor of saying each word like it was an individual sentence. 

"Yes Emperor" Said Narses, he leant forewords in his chair and knocked a data pad 

off of its arm, everyone on both ends of the communication jumped and several dived 

under the nearest table, it took a few seconds for them to return to their seats. 

"I am sorry, Narses, I am not sure that I understand you. Let's go over it again, you 

outnumber them?" 

"Yes Sir." 

"But you are losing?" 

"Yes Sir." 

"You outnumber them," Greeny said again, Narses nodded "But you are losing?" 

"Yes Sir."  

"You outnumber them. But you are losing…" Greeny's face went very pale. "Have 

you tried plan B?" He asked. 

"Yes Sir, we have sent each ship in individually to try and kill them, but they are 

always quickly destroyed." 

On the other end of the line Greeny sat speechless, several of the councilors around 

him vomited and one on Greeny's far right drew a bolt pistol and shot herself. 

"Then all you can do is run Prime Minister." Greeny said as the communication 

blinked and shut off. 



 

"Sir, all that is left is Narses' Ship, The AgueCheek." Said Commander Darius, 

smiling.  

"Excellent work people!" Said Walt into the communicator. "Yet another casualty-

less victory. Now, prepare a boarding party and let's capture that ship. Three of us 

should be enough." 

 

"Oh no, oh no, oh no, oh no, oh no." Rambled a lieutenant as he ran around in circles 

on the bridge, waving his arms around in the air. 

Narses was flown to the floor by an explosion, he crawled under his command 

console and hugged one of its legs. 

"Sir," Screamed an Ensign from under another console, "They have boarded us!" 

 

"Draw your weapons!" Ordered Narses, as the Genus burst through the door. There 

were only three of them, each wore an identical loincloth and was armed with nothing 

but a sword, the Terrans stood no chance. Their shots went wide and several of them 

shot each other by accident. Narses drew his pistol, he took aim at the closest Genus 

and pulled the trigger. 

 

The three Genus stood triumphantly on the command deck of Narses' ship. Each was 

visibly trying to stifle their laughter. 

"What is it?" Walt said with a smile, he had always allowed his people to have a laugh 

whilst on missions, it boosted morale. 

"Sorry Sir" Said the Genus standing in the centre, he composed himself. "We boarded 

the ship, and captured it as you commanded. But when we got to the command deck," 

He looked away as a smile blossomed on his face "As we got to the command deck 

the pitiful Terrans tried to stage some resistance, we didn't even have to move, they all 

killed each other before we could blink. And it seems that the Prime Ministers 

weapon," The other two Genus were laughing so hard that they were having trouble 

standing. The talking man cleared his throat and continued "And it seems that the 

Prime Ministers weapon blew up in his hand." Walt laughed loudly as the three Genus 

on the command deck collapsed in fits of laughter and started rolling on the floor. 

 

Greeny stood up and marched out the door. "Get my ship ready" he ordered. 

"Aye Sir." Said some random Terran who happened to be there at the time. 

"And order the Fleet to get ready for take off. Even this 'Walt' cannot stand up to the 

might of seven thousand ''Invincibles'. MUHAHAHAHAHA" 

 

"Set course for Earth" Walt said to Darius. 

"But Sir, what about the Mars defense net?" Darius asked, already inputting the 

coordinates.  

"Good question, but don't worry about that, we will mysteriously bypass it even 

though no one has ever mentioned that you can do that before." Walt replied, 

returning to his seat. 

"Excellent plan Sir." Said Darius smiling. 

"Thank you Commander." Walt replied. 



Chapter 2 

 Greeny boarded his Battlecruiser and took his seat. 

"Commander," He shouted, far louder than necessary, causing several Terrans to 

jump, one hit his head on the panel above him and died in a ridiculously overdramatic 

manor. 

"Yes Sir?" Asked the Commander, cowering away from Greeny slightly. 

"Prepare for launch." Greeny shouted. 

"Aye Sir!" Yelped the Commander, almost running to his console. He paused over a 

few buttons then closed his eyes and jabbed at the command console at random 

causing several torpedoes to be launched across the hanger and slam into another 

Battlecruiser. 

"Eeep" Squeaked the Commander as the other ship exploded. Greeny rolled his eyes 

and fired three shots at the Commander, the first two went totally wide and passed 

into a console, but the third hit the man in the neck, killing him, and splattering blood 

all across the command deck. 

"Why am I surrounded by these incompetent fools?" Greeny shouted rhetorically. 

"Because you shoot anyone who shows even a glimmer of intelligence!" Shouted an 

Ensign back. 

Greeny rounded on him and drew his pistol again. He took a shot at the Ensign and 

splattered the brains of an unlucky technician onto the wall. 

"Erm..." he said scratching the back of his neck. He pointed at the Ensign "Let that be 

a lesson to you!" He shouted, returning to his seat. 

 

"We will be arriving is Sol momentarily my lord" Said Darius, from just behind Walt. 

"Excellent, excellent." Walt said "When we jump in I expect some Terran resistance, 

prepare the fleet for battle." 

"Aye Sir" Said Darius. "Any idea how many my lord?" he asked. 

"Nope" Walt replied simply. He had always allowed his people to ask questions 

whilst on missions, it boosted morale. 

 

Greeny and the rest of the Terran fleet ascended into space from their various hangers 

around the Earth. He once again cursed the designers of the "Invincible" for only 

programming two speed settings, maximum or off, into the ship. As he shot forewords 

and backwards, and his lunch threatened to re-emerge he decided that he would have 

to talk to these designers, and introduce them to his gun. 

"Emperor, we are approaching the Brood fleet." Said the Lieutenant, who had just 

been hastily promoted to Commander. Greeny sat up and the Commander flinched, he 

had already exceeded the average life expectancy that this position generally came 

with. 

"Lock weapons and fire on my mark." Greeny said. He reached over and pressed the 

communicator button on the arm of his chair. "To all ships" He said "You know the 

drill, clump together as much as possible and fire on the same targets." He swallowed 

"It appears that these foes may be able to..." He hesitated "May be able to defeat a 

force larger than itself." Several gasps and sounds of horror came through the 

communicator. "But I am confident of victory." He said, hastily cutting off the 

transmission. 

"Let's go." He said, glaring at his view screen. 

 

"And now for the big surprise." Said Walt, casually as several thousand Matrix ships 



dropped out of hyper-space just beside the Genus fleet. 

"Wow!" Darius said. "Why didn’t you tell us that they were going to help us Sir?" 

"What, and ruin the dramatic effect? I don’t think so." Walt replied, his voice filling 

the room. 

 

"Oh, damn." Greeny said, as he stared at the view screen. "Erm, Fire!" He squeaked 

"We still outnumber them." He said confidently. There was an explosion and the 

underside of the consoles became heavily populated again. 

"Shields down," shouted the confident Ensign that had challenged Greeny earlier. 

"They have boarded." 

 

"Oh, damn." Greeny said, subtly returning to his seat. He sighed, this was oddly 

familiar. "Prepare to fight!" he shouted, sending several more Terrans diving for 

cover. 

The door to the command deck blew off its hinges and flew across the room, several 

Preservers strode in. 

"Fire!" Greeny shouted. The entire command deck lit up with sparks and blood. 

Greeny was surprised that several of the robots went down, but then looked around 

and saw that he was alone in the room. All the other Terrans lay dead on the floor, 

despite the fact that most of them didn"t have any injuries at all. He looked up as the 

last Preserver advanced on him, it stood on a corpse that moaned and rubbed its back 

when the robot got off. It slung its gun over its back and held its arm out as a circular 

saw appeared on the end of it. 

"Back off!" Greeny shouted, grabbing the pistol from the nearest corpse, which tried 

to wrestle it back from him, and shot at the Preserver. Naturally all his shots were 

miles off target. The Preserver towered over him as he slid down the wall, he covered 

his face with his arms and waited for the inevitable.  

But it never came. 

 

Armageddon rocked backwards and forewords in his command chair excitedly. 

"Yeehaw" He shouted "Were going to roast us some Genus, Yeeeehaawww." He fired 

off a few shots into the air. There was a faint hiss of gas leaking out of the ship. 

"We probably have to leave now Sir." Said an Ensign timidly. Armageddon eyed him 

up and down. 

"Yessiree, that‘s what were gonna have to do." He shouted as he rocked back and 

forth in his chair some more. The Ensign rolled his eyes. 

"Let"s go Sir," he said patting Arma on the head awkwardly. 

 

Greeny looked up at the Preserver from between his fingers. The saw was mere 

centimetres from his face, but it was not moving. In fact the entire Preserver was 

perfectly still. Greeny stood up and waved his hand in front of its face. It jumped to 

life and Greeny dove for cover, but all it did was stand up straight whilst its arms 

snapped to its sides. Greeny stood confused for a second and then a soothing Terran 

female"s voice emerged from its mouth. 

"Preserver 223Alpha has encountered a problem and needs to shut down. We 

apologise for any inconvenience. Do you wish to send an error report?" It said.  



Chapter 3 

Greeny felt his ship shudder as it landed, not to gracefully, in a hanger on Earth. He 

strode down the ramp and was greeted by Aragon. 

"I need a replacement crew" Greeny shouted. 

Aragon bowed, smiled and silently pointed Greeny in the direction of a group of 

Plexxans. Greeny sighed and walked over to them. They looked like Terrans, but 

there was one crucial difference between the two peoples… 

"Greetings Emperor Greeny, 

I am glad you could find time to see me, 

I have a matter of importance to discuss, 

Although I don't wish to make a fuss, 

I can wait a little longer, 

Although our enemies will grow stronger, 

Every passing second we need, 

Lest we will be screwed indeed." 

Greeny resisted the urge to punch the Plexxan. He hated dealing with the Feds, they 

were poets, every last one of them, and they weren't even very good at it. Greeny put 

on a smile and began shouting in his usual fashion. 

�Hello, what is it you wish to talk about?" He asked, dreading the answer. 

"The forces of your enemy come, 

And they outnumber you some, 

The Genus, Matrix and Kolari too, 

Come to crush you good and true, 

We can help you win this war, 

But you must pick yourself off the floor, 

Fight well and we can help, 

Die and like the Orfine we will yelp." Said the Plexxan. Greeny hung his head. This is 

going to be a long day' he thought to himself.  

Walt sat comfortably on his throne on the command deck of his ship. He heard the 

hiss of a door opening behind him. Despite the fact that Walt couldn't see the visitor, 

and the fact that the visitor was completely silent, Walt knew who it was. 

"Hello John." He said. It was strange that it never struck anyone that every race in the 

Galaxy spoke the same language. John responded in a voice that was similar to a three 

year old Terran on helium.  

"Hello Walt. How is the battle going?" He asked. Walt looked him up and down, well, 

as much as you can look up and down a ball of energy. A couple of moths were flying 

into, and then bouncing off of him. 

"Good." He said, "After all, how could a race of scavengers and mutants in cobbled 

together ships lose against the Terran Empire?" There was a pause and then John 

suddenly disappeared from existence. Walt sighed. "Maybe I should get him looked 

at, that's the third time this week he has gone." He said.  

Fallen felt the ship shudder as the Slah'ke docking clamps bound the two ships 

together. �Is anyone on our side?' He asked himself. 

"Sir," shouted a cross-eyed Ensign, "We have sixteen Lizards onboard.” Fallen moved 

behind the man and looked at his screen, it showed only eight. 

"Dispatch security teams." Fallen ordered. 

"We already did Sir." Said the Lieutenant "They are already dead." Fallen suddenly 



stood up straight and shouted. Fallens ship shook violently and he was thrown across 

the room. Several consoles burst into flame. He suddenly realized that installing 

seatbelts and circuit breakers in the Terran ships would have saved them a lot of 

trouble. "Enough is enough! I have had it with these mothersmoking lizards on this 

mothersmoking Battlecruiser!" 

"Enemies you have enough, 

And your allies aren't that tough, 

To fight these foes you will need to lose you fear, 

Or else you won't win in a year." Star said. Greeny slumped down in his chair. 

"You speak many words but say little." He shouted. 

"Your anger is not wanted my friend, 

Or else our help we will not lend." Said Star, leaning back in his chair. It didn't seem 

to bother the Feds that there was a battle being fought just a few hundred miles above 

their heads, although Greeny dove for cover every few seconds. 

"The Orfine are on their way to fight, 

Some Genus ships we will set alight, 

The Empire they will once again aid, 

As we would not let our brothers fade.” 

Walt let the Genus piloting his ship take a sip of beer and then ordered him to set a 

course for Earth. He had always allowed his people to drink whilst on missions, it 

boosted morale... 



Chapter 4 

“Apart from the smell and the constant shedding, the Orfine is good company.” 

Several times that thought had crossed S117’s mind now, while he was trying to teach 

his new pet some tricks. The fact that the Empire was at war, and loosing faster then 

strictly humanly possible, seemed not to have reached his mind yet. How could it, 

after all, that manual on how to work the computer console on his desk was much too 

complicated. 

“Besides, teaching my new friend tricks is much more fun then… what was it called 

again?” A couple of moments of mental silence as S117’s facial expression contorted 

a bit: his left eye started to bulge out of its socket, his mouth fell half open and a noise 

quite similar to “uuuuhhhhmmmm” escaped his vocal chords. All with all the Terran 

Commander looked pretty silly. “Reading, much more fun then reading!”  

Proud of himself, he turned to the canine at his feet once more. The doglike creature 

had been sitting there waiting with eternal patience and unexplainable loyalty for his 

master to play with him some more.  

“Ok Womble,” Womble reacted by panting heavily and literally sweeping the floor 

with his fluffy tail.  

“Look Womble, ball!!” Said S117 while he was holding a tennis ball in front of 

Orfines snout. Womble went near crazy by the mere attention he got.  “Womble! 

Fetch ball!” S117 said while he threw the ball across the small room. 

Womble barked happily, and sped away to grab the ball. His mind was filled with 

hopes of petting when he returned his prize to the kind man with the funny eyes that 

had just thrown that pretty ball away. 

The ball was bouncing off the walls, crashing into furniture and nearly missing 

priceless centuries-old art. Womble, in contrary to the ball, was quite a bit bigger, and 

took up a bit more space to adjust his heading. As a result, by the time Womble had 

the ball clenched between his teeth, the room was in ruins. 

As the ceiling light came crashing down just next to S117, he took the ball out of his 

pets saliva-filled mouth, and petted the fur happily. “Vacation is fun.” He said slowly 

with a big grin on his face. 

 

Napster came into the room doing some sort of bunny hop, and bumped into Kal, 

toppling her over while she was reporting on the unsurprising complete success of her 

last mission. 

Walt didn’t seem to notice, as he was too busy throwing rocks through John, who was 

hovering just before a picture of Greeny, Emperor of the Terran Empire. Kal had just 

presented this picture as a gift to Walt, after capturing it in the ruins of a settlement in 

Dubhe. Walt had pinned it to the wall of his entertainment room; which spanned 

roughly the entire ship, because Walt liked to have fun, and had started to throw rocks 

at it because he was bored. John appeared moments later on the exact spot where he 

was now, making the game much more fun. 

As Napster was giggling like a schoolgirl and continuing to hop around as if he was a 

bunny, Kal got up and resumed the end of her debriefing: “With all the Terrans dead 

or captured, we now have enough food for another few days, so I’ll cook you a big 

feast tonight. Our scientists are studying the prisoners. Their behavior is strange; they 

keep trembling and shaking when they see us. I think they are what the Terrans call 

“scared”. It’s a fascinating thing to see. Maybe I’ll have one of them perform tonight 

at dinner.” 



“I’m a bunny! YAYNESS!” yelled Napster, slamming into one a wall. “I wanna be an 

invisible bunny.” He cried, tears rolling down his miss-formed face and creating a 

puddle of lemonade on the ground. 

Kal looked at Napster before she walked away, and threatened Walt, pointing a finger 

at him: “But he’s not getting any! He can eat scraps, just like the rest of your pets.” 

And she stormed out. 

Walt’s face had a puzzled look as he wondered out loud: “We have scientists?” 

John, thinking Walt wanted him to answer to the best of his abilities started to lecture 

Walt upon the importance of scientific advancement, not to mention good government 

funding to ensure continuous research into something like dishwashing machines, 

paperclips and off course, THE most important scientific discovery a civilization 

could make: a machine that could make cookies. 

As John kept rambling on, not noticing his audience had lost complete and utter 

interest in anything he could ever say, Walt went over to the still crying Napster.  

As he bent down over the crazy little mutant, he said: “That’s no way for mutants to 

behave. If you’ll be good I will give you some pirates to play with.” “But, but, I 

wanna cookie!!!” yelled Napster on the top of his childish voice, crying even harder. 

By now the floor was completely covered in at least five centimeters of lemonade, 

resulting in the guards, stationed at the door, starting to splat around in it and having a 

blast, laughing and yelling.  

Walt saw the guards, and smiled. He had always allowed his people to have fun in 

centimeters of lemonade whenever they were standing guard. He found it was good 

for morale. 

 

John had noticed nobody was paying attention to him and his brilliant thoughts on the 

importance of science, and was in need of some attention. He made his mutebat 

appear out of nowhere – nobody ever figured out where that he kept that thing, or how 

for Tea-sake he had gotten a hold of it – and swung it around in the direction of the 

guards, causing their mouths to tie up with absurdly large shoelaces being sown 

through their lips.  

“Fun is not allowed! Muted!” He yelled, making both Napster and Walt roll over with 

laughter at the ridiculous sound of his high-pitched three year old Terran-like voice. 

“That’s unfair! Abuse! Abuse! Bad moderator, bad moderator! You’re not a nice 

person John, you abuse your powers!” screamed Yooper, who had somehow managed 

to appear out of thin air on the Genus ship, causing disarray with his uncontrollable 

yelling of: “ABUSE! ABUSE!!” 

“You got a problem, file a Report but stop yelling monkey brains.” John simply said. 

By now Walt and Napster were gasping for air as they saw Yooper’s hysterics and 

were laughing uncontrollably. 

In the commotion, Leader of Darkness had snuck into the room and was now standing 

behind Yooper, facing Walt and Napster and doing bad impersonations of the said 

Terran, before he himself got it too bad and fell down on the floor while letting out 

booming laughter.  

“But John, the Customers Service of the Moderators is closed, its past five o’clock!! 

You know that! Damn you bastard. I hate you, I hate you! I will never forget your 

evilness! I’m going to, I’m going to, I’m going to…” Yooper went completely insane, 

yelling, shouting, flailing his arms left and right, stomping his feet, slamming his fists 

into the wall and jumping up and down in furious insanity. 



While Yooper was screaming and yelling, John calmly said: “That’s not my problem 

Yooper, now calm down. Oh, hello Bob.” The last few words caused a smile appear 

on the light bulbs face, even though he neither had a mouth or a face to start with.  

 

A giant light filled the room, as Bob Dylan appeared, with his loyal puppy by his side. 

As the puppy ran off to lick up the lemonade and bark at Napster for being a bunny, 

the giant bobble-head resembling Jay Leno that was Bob Dylan appeared.  

After hitting himself over the head, making his giant head bobble wildly, Bob simply 

said with a booming god-like voice: “John is a good moderator, he cleans his room. 

Yooper, you shall not be angry at John. John is good, John is nice, John is 

wonderful.” 

“Bull! John isn’t nice, he’s mean, John isn’t good, he’s evil, John isn’t wonderful, hes 

horrible!!” “Exactly, that’s what I said.” Boomed the bobble-head. “What? But, but… 

ARGH I hate you Bob! I hate you, I will ban you from this game!” Yooper took out a 

Terran pocket pc. Since the device was Terran, it did not contain anything that could 

cause confusion, no text, no strange messages, just big pictures. He clicked on the 

picture resembling the device itself, and accessed a folder called IW Admins. Then he 

clicked on a file called “Bob Dylan, Bobble-head Admin” and clicked on the big 

trash-can icon after having to read most of the manual to operate the small pc. 

While Bob and John smirked at the Terran struggling with the pocket pc, Walt 

wondered out loud to nobody in particular: “Life’s a game?” and went back to 

laughing. 

As the file disappeared into the trash can, the enormous bobble-head figurine 

disappeared just like he had appeared: into thin air. Only the barking puppy was left, 

which had Napster pinned down in a six feet tree, standing in the corner of the small 

low ceiling room. The previous leader of the Brood had commissioned this ship, and 

had abused bugs while doing so, making it possible for a twenty foot tree to stand in a 

six foot high room. Off course, he had been banned. 

Walt drawn his tank barrel of a gun by now and was pointing it at Yooper. As a pair 

of overly cool shades appeared over his eyes, he suddenly gained an Austrian accent 

and said: “You will not be back” before pulling the trigger, blasting a stuffed animal 

towards Yoopers head. As the stuffed animal gently hit his skin, Yooper was thrown 

back against the wall as if he had been hit by a speeding starbase which was off 

course utterly impossible. After all, starbases don’t speed. 

Just before he died, he said to John with his dieing breath: “John, you bastard! You 

will…. be… promoted for this.” 

“Yes I know.” Said the lightbulb with a huge grin while lovingly stroking his mutebat. 

 

As S117 walked up the ramp to the thrown of the Emperor in the Thrown room with 

Womble running  though the room behind him, changing direction ever two seconds; 

being unable to choose between all the amazing new smells his nose picked up 

“You’re late!” Greeny shouted downwards from his plastic Ikea-retainer chair marked 

“Emporer Greenie’s Throvn” – Narses had never been a great speller – as S117 

approached. 

“Yeah, uhm, I got lost trying to find the map-thingy you had installed on the walls to 

help us find our way through the base. Then I found it, and I followed the yellow line, 

but that lead me to the hangar. Then I followed the green line ….” “All very 

interesting, just shut up and listen.”  

As S117 closed his mouth Greeny started to explain why he had sent for the 

Commander. “We have reason to believe the Matrix have planted a bomb somewhere 



in Utopia.” A very annoying whine resonated through the room as Boby could not 

contain his fear and was now loudly whining. He would have cried if he had working 

tear ducts. But he lost those after he had threatened a Preserver to install Microsoft-

built software on its system during the last war with the Preservers, while he had been 

imprisoned. 

“Shut it!” Greeny yelled, drawing his pistol and firing in the approximate direction of 

Boby, missing five out of six shots, and having the sixth shot hit not Boby but 

remarkably someone on the exact opposite of the room. As the victim casually bled to 

death in his own misery, Greeny continued: “We have to find the bomb, otherwise 

even our indestructible home base will be destroyed. I don’t want that, cause then I 

don’t have anywhere to hide my three million subjects from those twenty four Brood 

and twelve Kolari out there anymore.” 

“A bomb?” S117 asked while the silly look returned on his face. “You mean, one of 

those things that goes BOOM?” he suddenly yelled, causing most Terrans to duck for 

cover, a few others to cower in fear, and for some reason Womble barked at a table 

leg. 

“I think so.” The Emperor answered nodding his head. “That’s bad, we need to find 

that thing, before it goes BOOM!” 

Again, the ducking, cowering and strangely enough the barking at the moment S117 

yelled. “Stop that! Why did I even allow you to become an officer! You make an 

average Terran look like they actually have brains!” Greeny was starting a tyrade, 

while suddenly a transmission came in on the impossibly large view screen above the 

door, where until now had been the still screen of a paused game of Bob the Builder© 

as Greeny had been busy explaining the workings of the game to his Council just 

moments before he had gotten the news. 

On the screen appeared a pirate with puppy eyes the size of planets and as it turned 

out the most annoying voice ever to have existed. “Greeny, mate, can I have an 

Invincible please?” “NO!!” yelled the Emperor at the screen while slamming his hand 

into the biggest of the huge brightly colored buttons on his console, ending the 

transmission. 

“Will that Raggy never learn?” he asked rhetorically, causing everyone in his 

presence to ponder on the question in order to find an answer. 

A second later, Raggy appeared on the screen again: “An Invincible please mate, pl-” 

“NO you dumbass pirate! You cannot have an Invincible, you cannot have anything! 

And I am not your mate!!” shouted the angry Greeny, dangerously waving his gun in 

literally every direction. Again, he ended the conversation, and chose the option to 

ignore any incoming transmissions from Raggy. 

“Now, about the bomb any idea’s?” “Yes, Emperor” said S117, patiently waiting for 

something to happen while Greeny eyed him utterly out of patience. “And???” Again 

the waving with the gun. 

“Oh right, well, I was thinking. Fetch…” At that moment Womble raced out of the 

room, barking like a crazy little Chihuahua. 

“Fetch the bomb” S117 continued after a moment of silence “and disarm it, so it 

won’t go BO-” Greeny’s eyes almost exploded upon hearing that S117 was going to 

shout again. “So it won’t go boom, and we all be safe and can go eat ice cream with 

the Brood.” Muffled giggles sounded as the Terrans present realized that S117 didn’t 

know they were at war with the Brood. 

“And you came up with that utterly brilliant plan, all by yourself, right here on the 

spot?!” Greeny shouted, his words filled with sarcasm. 



S117, mistaking the sarcasm for pride, straightened his back and held his chin high, 

expecting a medal for ingenious thinking, grinned from ear to ear, making himself 

look utterly ridiculous. 

Another transmission came in, again it was Raggy: “Please, can I have a Dominator 

and a Grimmtooth and an Invincible and a Rift and a Fortress and a cookie please, 

please mate. I’ll be good.” The whining tone of his voice was unbearable, and Greeny 

started to pull out his hair while the puppy eyed pirate kept begging on and on.  

“SHUT UP RAGGY, SHUT THE HELL UP.” You’re not getting anything here!! Go 

and ask Walt for ships, he’ll give you all the ships you want, but get the hell out of my 

sight!!” was the Emperors response before he once again closed the channel, not one 

moment thinking about how Raggy could have possibly reached him if he had just put 

him on the ignore list of the communications computer. 

Just as Greeny calmed down a bit again, Womble came dashing into the room, 

wagging his tail and holding something in his mouth. As he approached S117, he 

dropped it and when it hit the floor it started ticking in a very melodramatic way. 

Womble sat down, still wagging his tail and panting, looking up with his big puppy 

eyes expecting to be petted. 

“What the hell??!! That dog of yours brought the bomb here!!! It’s ticking!!” Greeny 

shouted as he saw what it was. 

At the same time, the view screen showed Raggy again: “Please Greeny, can I have a 

ship? Please, I won’t ask anymore.” 

“Ohh!! Good doggie! Good Womble, yes, you’re a good pet, aren’t you?!” S117 

started petting Womble, thinking that the Orfine had done good. Then he thought of 

something and asked to nobody in particular: “Ticking is good, right?” 

 

“WAAAAAHHHH!!!!!!!” Greeny started to fire his gun at the view screen, at the 

Terrans, at Womble, at anything, missing all and hitting nothing, making him loose 

his mind even more. He ran to the weapons locker and grabbed a rocket launcher, 

pointed it at the view screen, but held it backwards. He fired, and the rocket flew 

through the window. As later would be discovered, the rocket had randomly chosen a 

target somewhere in the galaxy, even though its sensors could not see beyond two 

miles around the rocket itself, and had destroyed that target.  

Raggy, sitting in the Eltanin Pirate starbase, looking out of the window while crying 

that Greeny wouldn’t give him a ship, suddenly saw a rocket coming towards him. 

Puzzled, he looked up, and called the other Pirates. Then, the rocket hit, destroying 

the entire starbase due to a mistake in the base’ plumbing system. 

 

At the same time, the bomb in Utopia was still ticking, and the Terrans became more 

and more frightened, cuddling up in the furthest corner of the room, convinced that 

the distance of nine metres would keep them safe from the all destructive blast the 

bomb would have – after all, its design was only to destroy an indestructible starbase. 

The timer ran out of seconds to count off, and then all went silent for a few seconds. 

 

Just as Greeny thought it was a dummy, smoke came from the bomb, and a repeating 

transmission appeared. It was Jasvecht, one of the leaders of the Preservers: “GOT 

YA!!” 


